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 We invite you to download the new Studio and try it out on your images. As usual, all Studio content is free and forever yours.
For those that can’t wait, we’ve posted a sneak peek into the new content in the beta here: For a complete look at the new Studio

and what’s new, we suggest downloading the 1.16 version. We want to hear from you! We value your feedback, both positive
and negative, as we are always learning more about how you would like to use this new Studio. Help us make the Studio even

better. We are looking forward to seeing you in the Studio with 1.17. — The Studio TeamQ: How can I get only top level URLs
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for Google Analytics tracking? For sites with an established user base, one of the things I like to know is which of the
pages/subpages of my site are most popular. One way to do this is to use the Google Analytics admin interface (as the graphs
display per top level domain), but unfortunately, this requires the user to log in. I was thinking of a client-side Javascript to
gather this information from the server and display it, but I am interested in the case when there is no user base to get the

userbase for. I want to know how can I get a list of the top level domains of the tracked URLs? A: For example you can get list
of all pages that are registered to pageview like this: var pageviews = []; ga('send', 'pageview', { 'page': '', 'title': '', 'exit': false,

'transition': 'none', 'evaluate': 'javascript:void(0)' }); for (var i = 0; i
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